Date - 23-5-2079

ST ANNES SCHOOL

SUMMER HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 2019.20
CLASS.;

ENGLISH

-

L.

VI

Write an essai on'A view from a Railway carriage'.

2. Learn Synonyms and Antonyms on Pg- 16L,L62,163,164 from English Grammar and
Composition book.
3. Read lesson L and 2 and mark L5

4.
HINpI

-

1.

difficult words from each and make sentences of each

from the book'A pact with the sun'
Do 5 pages writing daily.
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MATHS - L. Learn tables 2 to 20.
2. Do chapter test of chapter L to 4 in book.
3. Do the activity in 44 sheet make a table of the areas of the 5 largest states of India.
. Order the states in descending order on the basic of their areas.
y Write the number name in both Indian and International system of numeration.
. Round off the areas to the nearest lakh.
. Subtract the smallest area from the largest area.
r Write the predecessor and successor of the state having smallest d ress.
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SCIENCE- To identify the nutrients +present in different food as per the function they perform.
Procedure - 1. Write names of nutrients present in different fruits and vegetables ,
2. Paste the pictures of different source of nutrients.
3, Also mention the importance of each nutrient.
This work has to be done in chart.

SST-'

on'The Solar System'.
2. Do Ch- 2 of History and Geography in the social science workbook.
3. Write the histories and geographical aspects'of a place you have visited or visiting in the

1. Make a project

summer vacations.
ART /CRAFT- L. Do pg no. 4A,45 and 44 in Art Book.
2. Take a sheet of Drawing paper and create a collage by using Magazine paper etc.
[Animal, Scenery, Portrait, Flower)

(Note - Summer break starts from Sunday,26 May 2079, The schobl will reopens on Monday,
With usual timings, i.e. 7.45 am to 1.30Pm.
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July 2019,
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